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You can take snaps, and you can create art!

Today's Topics
 Photographers to Follow: Mads Peter Iversen
 Shooting in Layers
 Autumn Photography

Photographers to Follow
Viewing the work of talented photographers can help inspire your own photography.

Mads Peter Iversen

A Danish landscape photographer and YouTube educator with a terrific eye for dramatic scenes.

https://www.mpiphoto.dk/



Shooting in Layers
Mads Iversen released a YouTube video about what he calls: 
5 STEPS to take ABSOLUTELY EPIC landscape PHOTOS – with any lens! 
https://youtu.be/fDzIo0DAf3w?si=PKQv8Dgm7MKG_h_J 

One of the key steps is shooting in layers, that is, foreground, midground, and background.



Tips for Shooting Fall Foliage
The Fall colors are almost here!

Here are a few tips for getting memorable fall photos.

 Try shooting on cloudy or overcast days. The soft lighting makes the colors pop! (Make sure 
your white balance is on cloudy.) And the clouds can look great.

 You can get extra color by shooting at the golden hour, which adds an orange hue to 
everything.

 A panorama shot of a mountain or forest can be very nice.

 Reflections on the water doubles the impact! There's a swamp on Buck Hollow Road that 
makes nice reflections.

 Close-ups of a few leaves is also quite nice.
 Pumpkins! Boyden Winery often has a bunch, and Farr Farm in Richmond. Don't forget 

cornfields, especially when they dry out.



 Main Street looking towards Mansfield gives a nice mix of town and country. Actually, any 
road, especially dirt roads, that are flanked by autumn trees makes a nice photo.

 A dog or a person running through the fallen leaves is a nice shot. Use a fast shutter! Or cows 
or horses in a pasture surrounded by woods.

 A barn or old building surrounded by trees.

 What ideas do you have for fall photos?


